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Although we live in an ocean of words, we rarely acknowledge their power to uplift or put down,
to inspire or discourage, to help or hurt. But in this jewel of a book, Hal Urban -- parent, award-
winning teacher, and author of the classic Life's Greatest Lessons -- shows us simple and
immediate ways that we can use language to change lives -- both our own and those around us.

Thomas Lickona author of Character Matters and Raising Good Children If you want to complain
less, compliment more, and use words to transform your life and the lives of others, read this
gem of a book and put its priceless wisdom into practice.About the AuthorHal Urban was a high
school teacher for many years and also taught at the University of San Francisco. He is a well-
known leader in the Character Education movement and is in constant demand as a speaker at
national conferences and school and community events. He raised three sons as a single father
and now lives in Redwood City, California, with his wife, Cathy. --This text refers to an out of print
or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.IntroductionTwo Simple Reasons for Writing This Book1. To Increase Awareness of the
Impact Our Words Can HaveWe live in an ocean of words, but like a fish in water we are often
not aware of it.-- Stuart ChaseThe above statement was written in 1953 by a scholar who
conducted extensive research on the power of words. Much has changed since then. There are
about a billion more people, the literacy rate has risen dramatically, countless new methods of
communication are available to us, and we've added thousands of new words to our vocabulary.
So the ocean of words we live in today dwarfs the one we lived in during the 1950s. But some
things never change. We seem just as unaware of their impact today as we were fifty years ago.
Maybe more unaware.I think this is so because we so often take things for granted. Words are
tools that we've always had access to and have used every day since we started talking.
Because they've always been there and because we use them so frequently, we get into verbal
ruts. We often talk without thinking first and without being aware of the impact of our words. Yet
they can have a powerful impact -- both on others and on ourselves.Kahlil Gibran, the much-
loved poet from Lebanon, wrote more than thirty years ago that "...in much of your talking,
thinking is half murdered." Again, I don't think much has changed. "Put your mind in gear before
putting your mouth in motion" is one of those timeless axioms that we too often forget. I hope to
offer several practical reasons here for honoring it and for teaching and helping others to do the
same. We need it more than ever.2. To Encourage the Use of Words That Celebrate and Affirm
LifeI can live for two months on one good compliment.-- Mark TwainIt's been said that language
is an index of civilization. What we hear all around us every day literally speaks volumes about
our culture, our ethos, and our consideration for one another. I'm not alone in my belief that much
of the language we've been hearing for the past thirty years has tarnished that civilization.In the



late 1960s, people were urged to "let it all hang out," and they've been doing just that,
particularly with words, ever since. Much of the language we hear today has a harshness to it. To
be more specific, it's often crude, angry, and mean-spirited. We hear it just about everywhere we
go and it comes from people of most age groups.Keep in mind that I said our civilization has
been tarnished, not destroyed. What it needs is some tender loving care and a little polish. And
I'm just optimistic enough to believe that we can apply that polish with a better choice of
words.Shortly after the first George Bush was sworn in as president in 1989, he was asked what
his vision was for the country. He said he wanted America to become a "kinder, gentler" nation.
Many people, regardless of political persuasion, were in agreement. But what happened? His
comment was belittled and made fun of in the media. Only proving, of course, that we really did
need to become a "kinder, gentler" nation. I still think it's possible, and a good way to start would
be to use kinder, gentler words.That's the theme of Chapter 10 in Life's Greatest Lessons. It's
called "Kind Words Cost Little but Accomplish Much." I knew shortly after the first edition was
published in 1992 that I wanted to expand on that particular lesson. Since then I've been
listening, reading, conducting little experiments, and collecting anecdotes in order to support my
theory that the words we use have a great impact on our lives...and on our society. So, in many
ways, this book is an enlargement of that chapter, along with the ones on humor, respect, and
thankfulness -- three more ways we can use words to enhance lives.Another experience has
further convinced me to build on that theme. Since 1995 I've been speaking at schools,
conferences, businesses, and places of worship about the relationship between good character
and the quality of life. A major part of each of those presentations is about the power of kind
words. In fact, I'm often asked to give keynote addresses about that specific topic. Each time I
do, the response is overwhelmingly positive. It's a hopeful sign.In the preface to my first book I
wrote the following: "I hope you will become part of the growing movement to return us to a
society known for its civility, virtues, and old-fashioned goodness." The best tool we have for
doing that is our language. It contains thousands of wonderful, positive, and life-affirming words.
They're readily available, they're free, and we can use them any time we want. I encourage you,
as I remind myself, to do it often. It's fun, it's positive, and it's rewarding. Our kind words can
make a difference.Never believe that a few caring people can't change the world. For, indeed,
that's all who ever have.-- Margaret MeadCopyright &#169; 2004 by Hal Urban--This text refers
to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Thank you for purchasing this Fireside Book eBook.Sign up for our newsletter and receive
special offers, access to bonus content, and info on the latest new releases and other great
eBooks from Fireside Book and Simon & Schuster.or visit us online to sign up
atCONTENTSPreface: There’s Nothing New Under the Sun. . .Introduction: Two Simple Reasons
for Writing This BookPART ONE:THE ORIGINS AND INFLUENCE OF WORDSChapter 1:
Words Make Us HumanChapter 2: Words Can Change LivesChapter 3: Words Can Hurt and
OffendChapter 4: Words Come from the HeartChapter 5: Words Are ChoicesPART TWO:THE
WIN-WIN REWARDS OF POSITIVE WORDSChapter 6: Joyful Words Celebrate LifeChapter 7:
Affirming Words Inspire Others. . . and OurselvesChapter 8: Loving Words Build and Heal
RelationshipsChapter 9: Gracious Words Show Respect and GratitudeChapter 10: Funny Words
Make Us LaughPART THREE:FOUR PLACES WHEREPOSITIVE WORDS CAN WORK
WONDERSChapter 11: Affectionate Words Build Strong FamiliesChapter 12: Gentle Words
Teach Kindness in Our SchoolsChapter 13: Supportive Words Boost Morale and Results at
WorkChapter 14: Encouraging Words Enhance Performance and Fun in SportsPART
FOUR:TWO FINAL THOUGHTS ONTHE POWER OF POSITIVE WORDSChapter 15: Kind
Words in Writing Become Lasting TreasuresChapter 16: Positive Words Add Joy to Life. . . but
Only in the LivingPART FIVE:SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:ALWAYS HAVE SOMETHING
GOOD TO SAYAcknowledgmentsThis book is dedicated to the best person I knowRUTH
URBANMom,your words oflove and encouragementcontinue to bless and enrich my life.Kind
words can be short and easy to speak, but their echoes are truly endless.—MOTHER
TERESAPREFACEThere’s Nothing New Under the Sun . . .What has been will be again,what
has been done will be done again;there is nothing new under the sun.Is there anything of which
one can say,“Look! This is something new”?It was here already long ago;it was here before our
time.—ECCLESIASTES 1:9–10. . . or in This BookOne of the observations that many readers of
my first book, Life’s Greatest Lessons, made was that I didn’t try to sell them a “startling and
new” formula for permanent success and total happiness. Instead, they expressed their
appreciation for the way I’d pulled together some simple truths that had been around for a long
time and presented them in a logical, commonsense manner that helped people get back on the
right track. The CEO of a large insurance firm called and told me, “What you wrote about is so
old it’s revolutionary.” And then he added, “But we need to be reminded about these old truths
because too often we get sidetracked and forget about what’s really important.” I really liked that
man. I liked him even more when he bought a book for every employee in his
company.Hundreds of people have made similar comments, and each one was taken as a
compliment. Because shedding new light on old truths was exactly what I was trying to do. Now
I’m trying to do it again. You probably won’t find anything new in this book about words and the
way we use them. You’ll just be reminded that what you say, and how you say it, can, indeed, be
important. Even life changing.The world does not require so much to be informed as to be
reminded.—HANNAH MOREINTRODUCTIONTwo Simple Reasons for Writing This Book1. TO
INCREASE AWARENESS OF THE IMPACT OUR WORDS CAN HAVEWe live in an ocean of



words, but like a fish in water we are often not aware of it.—STUART CHASEThe above
statement was written in 1953 by a scholar who conducted extensive research on the power of
words. Much has changed since then. There are about a billion more people, the literacy rate
has risen dramatically, countless new methods of communication are available to us, and we’ve
added thousands of new words to our vocabulary. So the ocean of words we live in today dwarfs
the one we lived in during the 1950s. But some things never change. We seem just as unaware
of their impact today as we were fifty years ago. Maybe more unaware.I think this is so because
we so often take things for granted. Words are tools that we’ve always had access to and have
used every day since we started talking. Because they’ve always been there and because we
use them so frequently, we get into verbal ruts. We often talk without thinking first and without
being aware of the impact of our words. Yet they can have a powerful impact—both on others
and on ourselves.Kahlil Gibran, the much-loved poet from Lebanon, wrote more than thirty years
ago that “. . . in much of your talking, thinking is half murdered.” Again, I don’t think much has
changed. “Put your mind in gear before putting your mouth in motion” is one of those timeless
axioms that we too often forget. I hope to offer several practical reasons here for honoring it and
for teaching and helping others to do the same. We need it more than ever.2. TO ENCOURAGE
THE USE OF WORDS THAT CELEBRATE AND AFFIRM LIFEI can live for two months on one
good compliment.—MARK TWAINIt’s been said that language is an index of civilization. What
we hear all around us every day literally speaks volumes about our culture, our ethos, and our
consideration for one another. I’m not alone in my belief that much of the language we’ve been
hearing for the past thirty years has tarnished that civilization.In the late 1960s, people were
urged to “let it all hang out,” and they’ve been doing just that, particularly with words, ever since.
Much of the language we hear today has a harshness to it. To be more specific, it’s often crude,
angry, and mean-spirited. We hear it just about everywhere we go and it comes from people of
most age groups.Keep in mind that I said our civilization has been tarnished, not destroyed.
What it needs is some tender loving care and a little polish. And I’m just optimistic enough to
believe that we can apply that polish with a better choice of words.Shortly after the first George
Bush was sworn in as president in 1989, he was asked what his vision was for the country. He
said he wanted America to become a “kinder, gentler” nation. Many people, regardless of
political persuasion, were in agreement. But what happened? His comment was belittled and
made fun of in the media. Only proving, of course, that we really did need to become a “kinder,
gentler” nation. I still think it’s possible, and a good way to start would be to use kinder, gentler
words.That’s the theme of Chapter 10 in Life’s Greatest Lessons. It’s called “Kind Words Cost
Little but Accomplish Much.” I knew shortly after the first edition was published in 1992 that I
wanted to expand on that particular lesson. Since then I’ve been listening, reading, conducting
little experiments, and collecting anecdotes in order to support my theory that the words we use
have a great impact on our lives. . . and on our society. So, in many ways, this book is an
enlargement of that chapter, along with the ones on humor, respect, and thankfulness—three
more ways we can use words to enhance lives.Another experience has further convinced me to



build on that theme. Since 1995 I’ve been speaking at schools, conferences, businesses, and
places of worship about the relationship between good character and the quality of life. A major
part of each of those presentations is about the power of kind words. In fact, I’m often asked to
give keynote addresses about that specific topic. Each time I do, the response is overwhelmingly
positive. It’s a hopeful sign.In the preface to my first book I wrote the following: “I hope you will
become part of the growing movement to return us to a society known for its civility, virtues, and
old-fashioned goodness.” The best tool we have for doing that is our language. It contains
thousands of wonderful, positive, and life-affirming words. They’re readily available, they’re free,
and we can use them any time we want. I encourage you, as I remind myself, to do it often. It’s
fun, it’s positive, and it’s rewarding. Our kind words can make a difference.Never believe that a
few caring people can’t change the world. For, indeed, that’s all who ever have.—MARGARET
MEADGentle WordsWhat the dew is to the flowers,Gentle words are to the soul,And a blessing
to the giver,And so dear to the receiver,We should never withhold.Gentle words, kindly
spoken,Often soothe the troubled mind,While links of love are brokenBy words that are
unkind.Then O, thou gentle spirit,My constant guardian be,“Do unto others,” be my motto,“as I’d
have them do to me.”—POLLY RUPEPART ONETHE ORIGINS AND INFLUENCE OF
WORDSSpeech is civilization itself.—THOMAS MANNThe instruments of both life and death
are contained within the power of the tongue.—PROVERBS 18:21CHAPTER 1WORDS MAKE
US HUMANWords are what hold society together; without them we should not be human beings.
—STUART CHASEWHEN DID WE START TALKING?I’ve always wanted to believe that the first
word ever spoken by a human was “yippee!” Something good was discovered and a sound
came out to celebrate it. Someone with a less positive worldview might think the first word was
either “darn” or “ouch.” But the truth is, no one knows for sure which human uttered the first word,
exactly when or where it was said, or what it meant.Anthropologists can give us all kinds of
scientific data on the origins of the human race, but they can’t tell us with certainty when we
started talking. It’s not my intent here to write a historically documented or scientifically proven
account of the development of language, and I suspect that it’s not your desire to read one. But it
might be useful briefly to discuss the origin of words.Every species of animal on the planet has a
system of communication. And every linguistics professor on the planet agrees on one point:
Our language is what sets us apart. It’s what makes us distinctly human. Many of our day-to-day
functions are the same as those of the family dog or the pig at the county fair: eat, drink, sleep,
reproduce, survive. But because we think at a higher level, we developed a more sophisticated
system of communication called language. Within it thousands of words have emerged. We use
them to connect with one another and to give meaning to our experiences.OUR HANDS CAME
FIRSTMost of us have had the experience of trying to communicate with someone who doesn’t
speak English. While it’s stressful and a bit frustrating, we’re usually able to send some clear
messages. We do it mostly with our hands by pointing and making other gestures, and with our
facial expressions. It’s called body language. This was the first method of communication used
by our ancestors.Try to imagine going through each day of your life without being able to speak



to those around you. That’s what early humans had to do. The hands and the face were effective
tools of communication, but they too often came up short in articulating needs and feelings.A
case in point: A few years ago my wife, Cathy, and I were in Rovaniemi, Finland. It’s a small town
near the Arctic Circle, and not too many people in that remote part of the world speak English.
We arrived in the afternoon, and after exploring the city for a few hours, returned to our hotel for
dinner. There we noticed a local man sitting at the bar, which was actually part of the lobby. He
didn’t speak English, but it was clear that he wanted to welcome us to his community. It was also
clear that he wanted to do this by buying us a beer. At this point he was speaking our language.
It had been a long day, we were tired and thirsty, and we accepted his gracious hospitality.Then
came the hard part. This man desperately wanted to have a conversation with us, but we had
learned how to say only “hello,” “good-bye,” “please,” “thank you,” and “bathroom” in his language.
That pretty much limited our conversation. But he was determined. He repeated the same
sentence over and over, but we had no clue what he was trying to tell us. Each time he made his
statement, he spoke a little slower and a little louder, as if that would help us better understand
what he was saying. It began to dawn on us how incredibly funny this scene was. We also
wondered how many beers he had had before we joined him. But as funny as it was, we didn’t
dare laugh. It would have been inappropriate if he was trying to make a serious point with us.Not
laughing when something is funny added to not understanding what another person is telling
you is a double dose of stress. It began to wear us out. We finished the beers and drew on a few
of those words from our five-word Finnish vocabularies: “thank you” and “good-bye.” We made
gestures to tell him that we enjoyed the beer and that it was time for us to eat dinner. We shook
hands with him and went to the dining room with big sighs of relief. No wonder the early
inhabitants of Earth developed a language. It was our first stress reducer.PICTURES CAME
SECONDOur ancestors must have also grown tired of just pointing and getting excited looks on
their faces. They wanted to communicate in more specific ways. So next in the process was the
drawing of pictures. Whether people had great artistic talent or not, they learned that they could
send a message with a more precise meaning by sketching drawings on the ground or on cave
walls. Even the stick figures I draw probably would have worked.The people in ancient Egypt
were particularly effective at advancing this form of communication. Sometime before the year
3100 B.C., they came up with an advanced system of pictures that became known as
hieroglyphics. The word itself means pictorial characters. At first they were purely picture
symbols, but in due time they came to be used conceptually also. For instance, the symbol for
“sun” eventually came to mean “day,” and the symbol for “moon” came to mean “night.”This was
obviously moving us in the direction of a language. Pictures and symbols were far more
descriptive than hand signals and grunts, but it took a long time to draw them. We needed
something more efficient. Then along came the Phoenicians.WORDS CAME THIRDIf you ever
wondered where the term “phonetic spelling” or the word “phonics” came from, now you know:
the Phoenicians. These people from the eastern Mediterranean, along with the Greeks, gave us
the roots of the modern alphabet. From it came words and the development of a language,



regarded by many as one of the greatest achievements in the history of the human race.
Speaking words replaced drawing pictures as the primary way of communicating with one
another.What is a word? That’s a question I always asked my students. For many years I taught
a course in communication at the University of San Francisco. At the same time I was teaching a
course in the psychology of personal growth and development to high school students. One of
the major components of that course was a unit called “communication and relationships.”
Whether teaching the adults in my university class or the kids at the high school, I always started
with the same question: “What is a word?” And I always got the same two responses: puzzled
looks and the question, “What do you mean?”What I was trying to do was get my students to
examine more closely the real meaning and significance of words. I asked if they had ever
looked up the word “word” in the dictionary. None ever had. So I asked them, “How would you
define ‘word’?” I got more puzzled looks and then some awkward attempts to define these
sounds we use in our daily process of connecting to the world. While not many students came
up with a good definition, they did become intrigued with the issue. They started asking
questions like, “What is a word?” and “How do you define it?” I was pleased. My primary goal as
a teacher was always to get my students to think.The dictionary offers several definitions of
“word.” I read two of them to my classes: (1) “a speech sound that symbolizes or communicates
a meaning . . .,” and (2) “a verbal signal.” Then I challenged them to come up with their own
definition, one that was easy to understand and agreed upon by everyone in the class. I asked
them to think about what they were really trying to do each time they used a word. I also
suggested that looking for a good synonym for “word” might get them to zero in on what it really
is. In all the classes I taught on this subject, the two best synonyms for “word” that my students
came up with were “symbol” and “sign.” I always asked them, “What about ‘picture’?”PAINTING
VERBAL PICTURESWe talk to others and to ourselves in words, but we think in pictures.
Example: If I say the word “tower,” you’ll form a picture of one in your head. If I say “Eiffel Tower,”
you’ll form an even more precise picture, unless you’ve never seen it or a photo of it. What we’re
doing most of the time when we’re talking to another person is exchanging pictures. As we’ve
added words to our vocabularies, our language has become more sophisticated. It’s like adding
colors to an artist’s palette—we can now paint more vivid pictures with our words.I did an
exercise with my students at the beginning of each course to show them just how vividly we think
in pictures, even when we’re not conscious of it. I told them I was going to say a word, and I
wanted them not to form a picture of it in their minds. I said, “No matter how great the temptation
is, do not form a picture. By now they were wondering where I was going with this, but they were
game. I asked them if they thought they could do this simple little exercise. They were confident
they could.I said, “Okay, ready, . . . one . . . two . . . three . . . the word is . . . truck.” The class
immediately burst into laughter. They realized that, even when they were trying not to, they
formed pictures when someone else was talking to them. When I asked them to describe their
trucks, I got all kinds of vivid descriptions—fire engines, four-wheel-drive pickups, monster
trucks, tow trucks, etc. And every student in the class could tell me what color his or her truck



was. All of this detail when they were trying to not form a picture. Whether you realize it or not,
every time you talk to another person, what you’re really doing is sending pictures back and
forth. It’s more specific than gestures and faster than hieroglyphics.What do good teachers and
good speakers do? They paint vivid verbal pictures. They do this by telling good stories to make
their points. That was one of the first things I learned when I started my teaching career. During
my first year in the profession, one of the outstanding teachers at my high school told me, “If
you’re a good storyteller, you’ll be a good teacher. You’ll get a lot more across with a story than
you will with a lecture.” That was some of the best professional advice I ever received. They say
“a picture is worth a thousand words.” A good story paints a thousand pictures.WORDS AND
CULTUREThe point of this little history of words is to show how they’ve developed over the
years and to remind us how important they’ve been throughout history and how vital they are in
every culture. Words are what we use every day of our lives to connect with the world and the
people in it. They’re the tools we use to greet, inform, ask, answer, teach, encourage, comfort,
praise, celebrate, thank, pray, laugh, and connect in a myriad of other positive ways.We can, of
course, also use words in a variety of negative and hurtful ways. While the focus of this book is
on positive words, there’s one chapter about negative words. It’s here because we need to
increase our awareness of the damage our words can do and be reminded that we can take
control of our tongues.I’ve been asked many times in recent years if I was going to write a sequel
to Life’s Greatest Lessons. While that may be done in the future, this book was written to share
one of the most powerful lessons I’ve ever learned: Kind words cost little but accomplish much.
They can even change lives.Life and language are alike sacred.—OLIVER WENDELL
HOLMESWordsThey sing.They hurt.They teach.They sanctify.They were man’s
first,immeasurable feat of magic.They liberated us from ignoranceand our barbarous past.—
LEO ROSTENCHAPTER 2WORDS CAN CHANGE LIVESThroughout human history, our
greatest leaders and thinkers have used the power of words to transform our emotions, to enlist
us in their causes, and to shape the course of destiny. Words can not only create emotions, they
create actions. And from our actions flow the results of our lives.—ANTHONY ROBBINSTHE
TONGUE AND THE PEN ARE MIGHTYWords have shaped history. They’ve given birth to ideas,
started wars, inspired millions, and made people rich and famous. Words can hurt and shock, or
they can heal and lift spirits. They can even get us to buy things. Words can change lives, for
better or for worse. King Solomon said, “Death and life are in the power of the tongue,” and a
familiar saying tells us that, “The pen is mightier than the sword.” Words are not only powerful,
but they can have a lasting impact.What kinds of feelings come with these words?destroyjailsuffe
rhatedamagebeatcrashriotagonyrevengemurderprisonstealjerkbummeanlosescamavoiddrugsco
ndemnspituglycorruptkillexploderuinfireunemployedidiotinjurecriticismdeathdiseaseembarrassst
abhitcheatlietragedyflunkjealousbattledisputebreakstranglefatcancelhurtforbidrapeterrorstupidsh
ootworrystresssuepoisonwargloomyarrestbitterthreatburncomplainevictsadwarningtensionforced
umbassaultWhat kinds of feelings come with these words?lovefriendkindnesspeaceforgivejoyfun
happywinrewardimprovesmilelaughaliveenthusiasmrespectachievecomfortabletrustentertainhon



orbabyfreshtruthwarmvacationweekendplayhopehomecouragefaithcalmnicechildprofitcelebratef
unnysecurepositiveaffectionthankfulchampionsachievecomedysupporthelpstrengthenpartypupp
ygoodsuccessfairnessbeautyagreeconfidencekisshuggrowpraisewonderfuldeserveinvitehealcur
egraciousleadertributeblessedsmartheavenspecialIf I asked you to select any five words in the
list on page 12, and then asked you to form pictures in your mind that go with them, would they
be pleasant ones? Probably not. If I asked you to write sentences using any five of these words,
would they be positive statements? Probably not. But if I asked you to select any five words in
the list above, then form pictures and write sentences about them, it’s highly probable that the
results would be pleasant and positive.This is a little experiment I’ve been doing with my
students and people in my workshops for several years. I gave out the page with negative words
first and just asked them to look at it for a few minutes. Notice that one of the words on it is
“tension.” In a short time, that’s exactly what there was in the room. Yet just before I handed out
that page, there was plenty of positive energy in the room and everyone seemed to be in a good
mood. This one page of words seemed to cast a pall over everyone. Then I asked them to form
the five pictures and write the five sentences. Things get worse. One adult student said, “This is
a downer.” Another wanted to know why we were doing it. He said, “I thought you wanted us to
be positive.” I answered that I did, but that I also wanted to teach them something about the
emotional impact of words. A third student said, “You succeeded, but now we all feel crappy.”
And because they knew me so well, a fourth student asked, “Can we assume that there’s going
to be a page of positive words also?”That was my cue. I smiled smugly and handed it out. The
entire atmosphere in the room changed. There was animated conversation and laughter, and the
positive energy returned. In fact, it seemed to be higher than it had been before we started the
exercise. Then we did the pictures and the sentences, and things got even livelier. One of my
more insightful students said, “Words have more impact than I thought, and these are just on
paper.”If a piece of paper with words on it can lower or raise the spirits of more than thirty people
within seconds, think of the effect that some of the words we speak can have on others. . . and
on ourselves.WHAT RESEARCH TELLS USThere’s been a vast amount of research conducted
on the influence of particular words. Trying to summarize all of it here would be fruitless, but I do
want to share the findings of two interesting studies that support the claim that words can have a
powerful effect. The first one comes from the advertising industry, that segment of our society
that seems to study the impact of words even more than linguists do. Why? Because certain
words have been found to work like magic on consumers. As I stated earlier, words can get us to
buy things. Go into your local supermarket, stroll down the aisles, and watch them pop out at
you. You also hear them in television and radio commercials and see them in newspaper and
magazine ads. Here are some of them:youeasynewresultsprovenhealthmoney
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SFV, “Helps me with my life and then some!. I purchased this book not too long ago because I
had borrowed it from my local library and read the 1992 publication of it. Even though that book
was put out over 20 years ago now and is very old, I can still able to practice and apply the tips
and techniques (or better yet, the truth about life) into my own life and it's help me on more than
one occassion tremendously. If anything, I think this book deserves more that the five stars I can
give because if there was an option to give 100 stars, I would! This is a marvelous read and I so
happy I came upon it. Maybe it wasn't luck after all, but God telling me to read it and buy it.
Thank you very much Hal, my friend! You have won me over and I will make sure my future
children if I have any, get these time tested advices as well.”

Pam, “Love Hal’s Books. I have already read this book and loved it so I bought multiple copies for
friends!”

H.M. Long Loves Ebook Tops, “Clear & simple must read for a better tomorrow!. Cleaning out a
bookcase I came across Mr. Urban's book, one of those 'must have's' but never had taken the
time to read. So I read it, and now I want to get a copy for all of my daughter's teacher's,
coaches, for my daughter's themselves! It is such a powerful reminder of the power of the
tongue! I especially like that in the second half Mr. Urban gives specific ways to implement
positive words in the classroom, on the team, etc. I have been discouraged by the increased
usage of foul language on our high school campus, but he even has a suggestion of what
worked at a high school when all the adults were onboard with the same question when hearing
a profanity: "In this school, we don't talk like that." and then walk away. It sounds so simplistic,
but like Jesus' Biblical lessons, the true lessons to make life more beautiful aren't difficult. I highly
recommend this book... let there be peace on earth and let it begin with me...”

Eric, “Good book. It was a good book and we should live like this. You make the world a better
place”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Can't recommend it enthusiastically enough. I haven't even finished the
first 3 chapters and have already had 10 or more "aha" moments! Can't recommend it
enthusiastically enough!”

Sean Baltz, “A great read. One of the greatest books on the power of words and how they impact
our lives ever written.  Read and apply and see the change in your life and those around you.”

Calisol, “I must read that will if put to practice help .... I must read that will if put to practice help
change your life and world. Our words can heal and bring life . He expounds on this so well”



Ashlyn Yocom, Indiana State University, Indiana, “Love this book & author!. Wonderful book to
keep you thinking positively and reminding us of the small things that mean so much to people.
This is a positive and inspiring book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Positive Read. Amazing book that really lets you reflect on what you say. It
has some inspired insights into how our negative words can change our attitudes into negatives
ones and of course, by saying and doing more positive things, the reverse is true! Highly
recommend.”

JAMES WILLIS, “You need to read this. Great book really inspired by reading this book. Easy to
read and keeps you wanting more. Great seller good quality book.”

Mezaun, “Four Stars. Good book and delivery”

Lone Wolf Shackell, “Five Stars. great all round cheers”

The book by Hal Urban has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 80 people have provided feedback.
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